
Town of Southington Planning and Zoning Department, RE: SPECIAL PERMIT APPLICATION SPU#665

We are Richard and Lucy Wasserback, 140 White Sail Drive, Southington and property owners within

500 feet of 124 Andrews Street where a solar field of IiO panels is proposed. The Riccio property line at

124 Andrew extends to within 1"0 feet of the lawn area of the Wasserback home on 140 White Sail Drive

and is currently protected by an array of mature trees and underlying ground cover. (Photos 1 & 2

attached of surveyor stake) The site for the proposed :;olar panels appears to have already been

completely cleared to accommodate the installation of the panels. Our concern and overall objection to

this requested special permit involves the existing buffer that currently exists between Wasserback /
Riccio property lines and the proposed solar field. We feel strongly that a section of undisturbed land

between this property line and the proposed solarfield be maintained and that the land from the

Wasserback property and the proposed solar field not be decimated in an attempt to maximize sun

exposure to these proposed panels.

Within the apparent angle of the property line are 4 vc'ry mature trees which currently provide a privacy

barriertotheproposedsiteofthesolarfield(photo#i3). These4maturetreesappeartobepartiallyif

not fully on the Riccio property and may obstruct the :;olar field's full exposure to the sun during the

afternoon and therefore potentially prevent the field from realizing maximum sun exposure. The

attached photos depict the angle of the sun and the shade pattern on existing trees on 140 White Sail

Drive and therefore currently shade areas in the immediate vicinity of the proposed solar field (photos 4

& 5). Removal of these trees and the accompanying vegetive growth between these trees and the solar

field would destroy the esthetics of the area and create a virtual alley way of sunshine to the proposed

solar field. This decimation of the foliage would adversely affect the value of the surrounding homes

and the esthetic beauty of the area would be destroyed.

We are not opposed to the array of solar panels in itsell our objection is to what may be done AFTER

the panels are installed to maximize their effectiveness by removing any trees and brush that may

inhibit sun exposure to the proposed solar field in the future. Removing the trees and accompanying

thicket would create a desolate area similarto an entrance ramp to the interstate. Our proposal is to

make the approval of this special permit application conditional upon creating a minimum area to be left

undisturbed between the Riccio and Wasserback property lines as provided in Section 11-25 item #7 in

the R-80 zoning regulations for the Town of Southington. No screening or fencing is being requested,

alternately we are asking for the existing mature trees and vegetation be left undisturbed for no less

than 25 feet extending from the current property line inward into the Riccio property. (Photos #6 & 7)

Without such a restriction we are vehemently opposed to the approval of this project.

J/ ur-X
Richard & Lucy Wasserback

140 White Sail Drive

Southington, CT 06489 August t0, 2022
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Google Earth https://earth.google.com/web/search/140+White+Sail+Drive,+Southington,+CT/@41.59...
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